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Abstract—Nonvolatile processors (NVPs) are emerging as a
promising solution for energy harvesting scenarios, in which the
available power supply is unstable and intermittent. Backup and
recovery operations within NVPs can smooth the instruction
operation during the power failures, even without large energy
storage devices. In this work, we optimize the NVP in two
aspects: (1) using emerging steep-slope tunnel FETs (TFETs) to
reduce the VDD and dynamic power of the logic gates; (2)
optimizing the trade-off between nonvolatile memory retention
time and the memory write energy to save energy during backup
operations. Simulation results prove that using TFET technology
improves the forward progress by 2.7X over the CMOS LP
technology, while the backup number can be reduced by an
average of 38% because of less backup energy requirement.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In energy-harvesting applications, traditional processors
need a large energy storage device such as a supercapacitor to
accumulate sufficient energy before a task starts. Otherwise, a
task failure occurs at every power supply failure. Existing
solutions to this problem are mainly the checkpoint techniques
to store the intermediate computation states to external
nonvolatile memory storage, e.g. flash disks, before power
failures occur. However, the reset and roll-backs with
communication to external data storage result in high costs of
performance and power [1-5].
In contrast, nonvolatile processors (NVPs) can overcome
this limitation by making use of their non-volatility feature [14]. An NVP is a processor with built-in nonvolatile memory
(NVM) to backup the intermediate state on the chip when a
power failure occurs, and restore the processor state when
power comes back. With these instruction-level backup and
recovery operations, the non-volatility feature is transparent to
the programmers and compilers, making it compatible with
more design automation techniques, and more energy-efficient
than existing solutions.

Thus, being a promising candidate for energy-harvesting
applications, NVPs are superior in achieving more forward
progress (FP) [1-4]. To further optimize the NVP design, in
this work, we propose (1) using a core structure with steepslope tunnel FETs (TFETs) to lower the logic power, and (2)
optimizing the trade-off between nonvolatile memory retention
time and the memory write energy to save energy during
backup operations. For the evaluation purpose, we consider the
STT-RAM technology as the NVM backup option.
II.

PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION SOLUTIONS

A. Applying TFET to NVP logical parts
Previous work [1] on the architecture optimization has
demonstrated that, to achieve the maximum overall FP, the
NVP architecture needs to adapt itself to possible high input
power with a higher instruction rate even at a cost of higher
energy per instruction. This is because any power more than
what can be consumed is rejected or wasted by insufficient or
leaky energy storage. As an out-of-order (OoO) core makes
more FP with higher input power, and oppositely, a nonpipelined (NP) core better fits the low input power scenario.
On the device level, TFET, emerging as a novel steep-slope
device, can be applied to NVP so as to further reduce the
power and energy dissipation from NVP logical parts, such as
Fetch, ALU, etc. Recently, TFETs have been very intriguing
for device developers, circuit designers, and even the
architecture researchers [5][6][8-11][15]. The goal of steepslope devices is to reduce the power consumption by lowering
the supply voltage for less dynamic power while keeping low
leakage current and sufficient ON-current for driving capability.
The <60mV/decade subthreshold slope (SS) of steep-slope
devices outperforms CMOS with >60mV/decade in that further
reducing CMOS power supply voltage has become challenging
because of increasing leakage power.
We propose the solution to apply TFET to NVP’s logical
parts for several reasons.

Due to the steep-slope features, TFET cores requires
much lower VDD requirement than CMOS cores with
same architecture especially in low frequency region,
as shown in Figure 1(a). TFET demonstrates lower
VDD feature than CMOS when the frequency is lower
than 1300MHz. While in the target applications with
ambient energy harvesting technologies, the frequency
varies from 32kHz to a few MHz, limited by the low
density of ambient energy, which is far away from the
1300MHz. With this low frequency application, the
TFET can sufficiently demonstrate its advantages of
lower VDD.



Lowering VDD of logic gates can reduce the energy
per instruction. Assuming the income energy is a
constant, a lower VDD with TFETs can reduce both
the leakage and dynamic power for the core. Thus with
same amount of harvested energy, TFET cores can
execute more instructions than CMOS cores.





The capability of TFET operation with a low VDD can
improve the efficiency of the front-end circuit. This is
because of the prevention of additional low-powerconversion-efficiency voltage boosting circuit blocks
which are otherwise necessary when implementing the
core in CMOS.
While the leakage in energy storage capacitor is a
significant part of the total system energy [1][2],
reducing VDD can reduce the leakage of capacitor and
improve the overall energy efficiency of the system.

The simulation results in Fig. 1(b) confirm the FP
advantage of the TFET cores compared to CMOS cores. In the
simulation platform [1], a non-pipelined architecture is
designed. And all the factors including front-end circuit
efficiency, energy storage capacitor (470uF) leakage are taken
in to consideration. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), the forward
progress of core with TFET technology can be improved by
2.7X over CMOS LP technology, with ambient RF power
source.
B. Trade-offs between nonvolatile memory retention time
and write energy
The NVP stores the computation states in a concentrated
nonvolatile memory block or distributed nonvolatile memory
when a power failure occurs, and restores the states from
nonvolatile memory back to computation logic when power
comes back. Different power sources and scenarios can result
in different backup frequency. Some vibration power sources
may result in several orders more backup operations than those
stable power sources like stable solar panels. No matter what
power failure frequency is, the energy spent on backup and
recovery operation is not desired. So it is of significance to
reduce the backup energy by reducing the number of backup
operations. It is also noted, that most of the backup and
recovery energy is dissipated by the backup operation, because
the write energy of most nonvolatile memory, including STTRAM, PC-RAM, FeRAM, ReRAM, is much higher than the
read energy [2][12-14].
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Figure 1. (a) CMOS LP V.S. TFET processor operating frequency and
power supply comparison, sourced from [10]. Energy harvesting scenarios
can support usually frequency from 32kHz to ~MHz depending on energy
sources and scenarios, so the low power supply voltage advantages that
TFET exhibits are more obvious than that of CMOS. (b) By applying
TFET [10-11] as volatile circuit technology with advanced dynamic power
and energy management [15], the forward progress can improve 2.7X than
CMOS LP technology, at ambient RF power source. The testbenches are
MiBench[7].

On the other hand, if the power failure occurs more
frequently, the power interval window is narrower. And
accordingly, on average, the power comes back after a short
time in most applications. Thus, making the nonvolatile
memory retention time being as long as 10 years is not
necessary. The trade-off between nonvolatile memory retention
time and write energy can thus be optimized.
As for the NVP architecture, the work concentrates on the
trade-off between NVM retention time and energy
consumption for backup operations. Due to large amount of
backup data requirement by ICache, DCache, Register Files
etc. in NVP, the backup energy consumption per operation is
essential. Longer NVM retention time consumes more write
energy [2].
Fig. 2 in [13] and Fig. 2 in [14] show the relation between
STT-RAM write current and write pulse width for different
retention time. 57.6% write energy can be saved by reducing
the retention time from 10 years to 1 second. By matching the
retention time to the power interval profile, the write energy
can be significantly reduced. But this method requires an

indicator to identify the correctness of the data. By charging a
small capacitor from the main energy storage capacitor, and
controlling of the leakage at this small capacitor, the power
failure time can be measured. If the energy level in the small
capacitor is still higher than the threshold, the NVP will restore
the state and continue computing. Otherwise, NVP will reset.
Fig. 2 shows 38% backup number reduction. The energy that
should be used for backup when retention time is 10 years is
now used for computation when retention time is 1 min.
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Figure 2. Ambient RF power source: Retention time reduction can reduce an
average of 38% backup number count because of less backup energy
requirement.

III.

FUTURE WORK

A. Methods for predicting the retention time
Although reducing the retention time from 10 years to 1
minute can reduce the backup energy and backup numbers, the
penalty of a wrong prediction is large: the processor needs to
reset to restart all the computation.
Perfectly matching the retention time to power profile
interval is almost impossible due to the uncertainty of the
power income. But we can still apply some methods to
maintain the system stability: CRC and Ping-Pang backup are
possible options.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This work evaluates the NVP forward progress
improvement brought by TFET technology and the
optimization of the trade-off between retention time and write
energy for nonvolatile backup memory .
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